Quick facts
- Company: Papelea
- Sector: Justice, Legal System & Public Safety
- Product / service: Company
- Type of data: Legal data
- Origin: Spain

Description
Papelea solves legal and administrative doubts and questions of the users by collecting and improving thousands of public information websites of Spain and Mexico. In addition, Papelea connects users with professionals in each legal field, so that they can answer their questions and offer them their services.

Benefits
Papelea offers a subscription to law firms, agencies and consultancies that seek to enhances their visibility in the digital field. It offers them a potential audience greater than that of their web pages.

How open data is used
Papelea uses public information of an administrative and legal nature: administrative procedures of the main administration, legal regulations and jurisprudence, among others.

URL
https://www.papelea.com/